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Introduction:  Dozens of sedimentary fans have 

been identified on Mars, and these landforms provide 

an important record of Mars’ past surface environment, 

including signatures of global hydrologic evolution. 

However, it remains unknown to what extent sediment 

eroded off the landscape was captured in fans as op-

posed to transported further into the basin, and how 

much captured sediment has been re-mobilized by later 

fluvial and/or aeolian activity. [e.g., 1-6]. In addition to 

incised valleys, martian hydrologic activity is recorded 

by sedimentary fans that formed as a result of fluvial 

erosion, transport, and deposition of sediment. We use 

the terms “fan” and “sedimentary fan” as generic terms 

to describe both alluvial fans and deltas. Key questions 

for interpreting the hydroclimatological information 

captured by martian sedimentary fans include: (1) how 

well have the fans been preserved subsequent to depo-

sition? and (2) how much sediment in each system by-

passed the proximal fan deposit to more distal settings 

within the receiving basin? 

Methodology:  We used Mars Reconnaissance Or-

biter Context Camera (CTX) [7] stereo-derived digital 

elevation models (DEMs) to constrain the volumes of 

32 fans and the valleys that feed them  (Fig. 1). DEMs 

were produced using the NASA Ames Stereo Pipeline 

[8-10], and were tied to MOLA [11] point shot data to 

correct for error in regional slope. 

We use a suite of four methods to calculate the vol-

ume of the fans and feeding valleys, all of which in-

volve calculating the volume contained between a ref-

erence surface and the fan surface or the valley floor. 

Our preferred method uses a reference surface of a 

segmented, dipping plane fit from contours at 25-50 m 

intervals.  

 Results and Discussion:  Measured fan volumes 

range from 0.04 km3 to 16.5 km3, and valley volumes 

range from 0.2 km3 to 523.8 km3 (Fig. 2). Most fans 

have volumes that are significantly less than their 

source valleys, consistent with sediment capture rates 

in terrestrial fluvio-deltaic systems [12], as well as 

post-depositional erosion of the fan deposits. We can 

subdivide the fan systems by the Strahler order of their 

inlet valley, which reveals two distinct classes. The 

first class consists of fan systems fed by single-thread 

valleys (i.e., Strahler order of 1). These systems have 

fan volumes that are proportional to, but less than, their 

valley volumes and thus follow a trend parallel to the 

1:1 line. The second class consists of fan systems 

whose source valleys are more complex (i.e., Strahler 

order >1). These systems lack a strong relationship 

between valley and fan volume, yielding ratios that fall 

off the 1:1 line, particularly at larger valley sizes. 

We suggest that the primary difference between the 

two classes of fan systems is ultimately controlled by 

fluvial transport in feeding the fan, which would have 

affected both the sediment delivery ratios and the de-

gree of hydraulic segregation. Based on previous stud-

ies of the degree of valley integration in martian fluvial 

systems over time [13-15], we further interpret these 

two groups as representing systems of different ages. 

Fan systems with Strahler orders >1 are interpreted to 

represent valley networks that formed early in martian 

history, prior to the Late Noachian to Early Hesperian. 

Fan systems with Strahler orders of 1 are interpreted to 

represent later stage, more isolated fluvial activity that 

occurred during the Hesperian to Early Amazonian. 

We conclude that the older (high Strahler order) fan 

deposits record wetter fluvial systems with lower sedi-

ment delivery ratios and more efficient hydraulic seg-

regation. This resulted in fan volumes that appear un-

correlated to valley volumes, and deposits with distinct 

coarse- and fine-grained facies, potentially including 

distal fine-grained material that bypassed deposition in 

the proximal fan. In contrast, the younger fans formed 

in comparatively water-limited systems with higher 

sediment delivery ratios and minimal hydraulic segre-

gation. This led to fan and valley volumes near a 1:1 

trendline (Fig. 2), and deposits that have intermixed 

coarse and fine material. In these fans, the coarse mate-

rial has armored the fine material against erosion. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of the 32 fans analyzed in this study 

 

 
Figure 2: Fan and valley volumes calculated using method 3 (described above). Measurements are color-coded by 

valley Strahler order. Error bars indicate the full range of the calculated volumes from all measurement methods. 
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